QUEEN ELIZABETH PRIZE WINNERS

SUSTAINABILITY

Unlike many other notable prizes,
‘breakthroughs’ in engineering aren’t just
a case of a ‘eureka’ moment. You then
have to make your contribution practicable
and useful
venture capital company as
well as serving on the boards of
several computing companies,
including Hewlett Packard,
Facebook and eBay.

ENGINEERING
RECOGNITION
The development of the
internet has been so rapid that
it is no exaggeration to say that
anyone born today, or in the
past two decades, is really a

child of the internet. A third of
the people in the world today
use the internet and these five
prize-winners continue to be
its active guardians. And yet
for all of this impact, and their
continuing involvement in the
internet, the Prize is the first
recognition of their combined
engineering achievements.
These five visionary engineers,
never before honoured
together as a group, led the
key developments that shaped

PEOPLE BEHIND THE PRIZE
An eminent panel of judges from across the world selected the
winners of the prize. The panel worked from information in
the nominations, comments from referees and via a process of
due diligence to establish which nomination most fully met the
prize criteria.
The judging panel for the inaugural award comprised:
Professor Frances Arnold, Professor of Chemical Engineering;
Lord Alec Broers FREng FRS (Chair), Past President of the Royal
Academy of Engineering; Professor Brian Cox OBE, Royal Society
Research Fellow, University of Manchester; Madam Deng Nan,
Chief Executive Secretary of China Association for Science and
Technology; Professor Lynn Gladden CBE FREng FRS, Pro Vice
Chancellor for Research at University of Cambridge; Diane
Greene, Director of Google, USA; Professor John Hennessy,
President, Stanford University, USA; Professor Dr Dr h.c. Reinhard
Hüttl, President of acatech, Germany; Professor Calestous Juma
HonFREng, Director of the Science, Technology and
Globalisation Project, Harvard University, USA; Professor Hiroshi
Komiyama, President of Engineering Academy, Japan; Dr Dan
Mote, President-nominee, US National Academy of Engineering;
Narayana Murthy, Founder, Infosys, India; Dr Nathan Myhrvold,
Formerly Chief Technology Officer at Microsoft, USA; Professor
Choon Fong Shih, President, King Abdullah University of Science
and Technology, Saudi Arabia and Paul Westbury FREng, CEO
Buro Happold.
The QEPrize is funded by a charitable trust supported by
BAE Systems, BG Group, BP, GSK, Jaguar Land Rover, National
Grid, Shell UK Ltd, Siemens UK, Sony, Tata Consultancy Services,
Tata Steel Europe and Toshiba.
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the internet and web as a
coherent system and brought
them into public use. Cerf, when
responding to the news that he
was sharing the prize, exclaimed:
“The geeks are winning”.
Professor Reinhard Hüttl,
President of the German
Academy of Science and
Engineering and Scientific
Director of the German Research
Centre for Geosciences, who
was one of the jury members,
described the impact of the
five engineers’ work on science,
using the example of earth
science, which, he said is no
longer imaginable without the
World Wide Web: “Modern early
warning systems such as the
Tsunami Early Warning System
are based on an extremely fast
data processing and, in particular,
data transfer.” He went on to say,
“But also the rapid development
in modern geosciences is
based … on the fact that huge
data amounts are, nowadays,
available globally and within a
minimum of time for the science
community worldwide.”
Berners-Lee set out to deal
with just this sort of scientific
challenge when he launched
his work on the presentation
of scientific data at CERN. Two
decades on, the five winners of
the prize have every right to be
as amazed as anyone by how
the internet has changed the
way we live.
The award to the winners of
the first Queen Elizabeth Prize
for Engineering says a lot about
engineering. Unlike many other
notable prizes, ‘breakthroughs’

in engineering aren’t just a case
of a ‘eureka’ moment. You then
have to make your contribution
practicable and useful. This often
takes as much creativity as the
original research and requires a
combination of different skills.
Engineering is, by its very nature,
a collaborative activity and the
emergence of the internet and
the web involved many teams
of people all over the world.
Kahn, Cerf, Pouzin, Berners-Lee
and Andreessen all laid bricks in
the foundations of what quickly
became one of engineering’s
most significant developments
of modern times, an innovation
that has spread more rapidly
than any previous technological
achievement.
More information is at
http://qeprize.org

BIOGRAPHY
Lord Alec Broers FREng FRS is
a specialist in nanotechnology
and microelectronics who
worked for IBM in the US for
19 years before returning
to Cambridge University
where he became Head of
the Engineering Department,
Master of Churchill College
and Vice Chancellor. He
was President of the Royal
Academy of Engineering
and chairs the boards of the
Diamond Light Source, BioNano Consulting and the TSB’s
KTN for Transport.

The first panel goes onto the renovated Angel Building in Islington, north London. The unitised panels installed were prefabricated complete with glazing,
insulation and finishes. Fixing brackets were installed to the slab perimeter in preparation for receiving the unitised panels © Allford Hall Monaghan Morris

GREEN FACELIFT FOR
CONCRETE BUILDINGS
Attempts to reduce the UK’s carbon footprint will have to tackle
the energy used in existing buildings, including many thousands of
concrete-framed buildings put up between the 1960s and the 1980s.
These buildings are often inefficient to heat and cool, uncomfortable
to occupy and expensive to refurbish. New ways of cladding them
could transform them into energy-efficient, low carbon buildings
at a fraction of the cost of rebuilding. Professor Doug King FREng,
Chief Scientific and Engineering Advisor to the Building Research
Establishment, explains some of the benefits of recladding.
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While a large number will need to be
demolished, alternatives to rebuilding would
ensure that many older buildings were able
to meet new energy performance standards...
Poor cladding causes most of a building’s
heat loss and condensation in winter,
and most of the heat gain and solar glare
in summer
Buildings account for around
45% of all carbon emissions in
the UK. They will, therefore, play
a major role in plans to achieve
the government’s commitment
to tackle global warming and
climate change with an 80%
reduction in emissions of
greenhouse gases by 2050.
Architects and civil engineers
have focused on designing and
constructing new buildings with
low carbon footprints. However,
this does little to improve the
current building stock – an
estimated 80% of the buildings
which will be around in 2050
already exist. It is not practical
to demolish and replace them
all in a move that would, in any
case, have its own implications
for carbon emissions, given the
need to remove and replace the
large amounts of concrete. The
energy performance of existing
buildings needs to be improved
if carbon targets are to be met.
The thousands of concreteframed buildings that were built
between the 1960s and 1980s
are among the least energyefficient – see Carbon counting.
Many of these unrefurbished
buildings will find it difficult to
attract tenants when Energy
Performance Certificates, which
became compulsory under an
EU Directive in January 2013, are
issued. While a large number
will need to be demolished,
alternatives to rebuilding would
ensure that many older buildings
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were able to meet new energy
performance standards. The
area with the greatest potential
to improve the performance of
most concrete-framed buildings
is the cladding – the skin of
glass, window frames and panels
that forms the external walls
of buildings.

CLADDING AND
CONDUCTION
Poor cladding causes most
of a building’s heat loss and
condensation in winter,
and most of the heat gain
and solar glare in summer.
Other improvements, such
as improving the heating
and ventilation systems, are
important, but the cladding is
often the key.
The first items to fail on old
cladding systems are usually
the flexible gaskets that seal a
variety of joints including those
between glazing and metal
window frames and between
the cladding panel, the window
frame and concrete structure
of the joints. Failure of these
seals causes draughts and
significant heat loss through
the gaps. For example, last
year, when engineers examined
the underperforming air
conditioning system on a 1980s
government building, they
found that the poor quality of
the building’s skin was a more
serious problem. Replacing this
could cost £1,200 per square

metre, but for just £200 per
square metre they could simply
replace the failed gaskets of
the cladding and solve most of
the problem.
Heat conduction is also
common in these buildings. This
happens through the windows,
usually single-glazed, via the
opaque cladding panels and
through the metal framing that
designers often used in buildings
of the period. A well-designed
window should let in sufficient
light while minimising heat loss
and capturing the sun’s warmth
in winter, and minimising solar
gain and glare in summer.
Today’s glass is ‘whiter’ than
the glass installed 40 years ago,
allowing more light through.
When set as double-glazing in
insulated frames, it also provides
good insulation. Adding fins to
the outside of a building can
shade the sun-facing façades,
solar blinds can provide variable
shading and control overheating.
There are other ways
to control the flow of heat
through windows. Applying
ultra-thin metallic coatings
to each replacement pane of
glass, protected within the
double-glazing void, can reduce
radiation through windows.
A coating on the outside pane
reflects summer solar heat out
of the building, while one on the
inside pane reflects the heat back
into the building – see Thermal
emissivity coatings.

CARBON COUNTING
Measuring environmental impact, particularly in construction,
is a complex science that is subject to disagreement and
debate. The market-leading approach, the Building Research
Establishment Environmental Assessment Method (BREEAM),
awards credits to features as diverse as energy and water use, the
internal environment (health and wellbeing), pollution, transport,
materials, waste, ecology and management processes. A BREEAM
assessment leads to ratings from ‘Pass’ to ‘Outstanding’.
However, with the political emphasis on climate change, it is
now common to focus simply on carbon emissions, the number of
tonnes of carbon dioxide – or, to take account of other greenhouse
gases, CO₂ equivalent or CO₂e – which are let into the atmosphere
in the construction, operation and demolition of a building. This
‘carbon footprint’ encompasses both construction and operation.
It counts the embodied carbon associated with the extraction,
manufacturing, transportation, installation, maintenance and
eventual disposal of all the products involved in construction, and
the operational carbon associated with heating, cooling, lighting
and water during a building’s lifetime.
The industry accepts that, as a rule of thumb, the carbon
footprint for traditional UK commercial buildings divides roughly
into 10% construction, 85% operation and 5% demolition. This
focuses attention on operational carbon, hence the concentration
on green energy and renewables, insulation and efficient heating
and cooling. The government’s much publicised target of ‘zero
carbon’ for all new homes by 2016, and for all new non-domestic
properties by 2019, will change this balance.
Recent studies suggest that, as building operation approaches
zero carbon, the embodied carbon in new construction could
account for between 10% and as much as 60% of the carbon
footprint over a building’s lifetime, with offices near the higher end
of the range. Furthermore, while ‘greening’ of the electricity grid

Embodied carbon emissions are
associated with the extraction,
processing, manufacture and
assembly of the building materials and
components. They are the measure of
the emission that is locked in at the
point of construction © Doug King

Operation carbon emissions
are those associated with the
consumption of energy for
heating, lighting, ventilation
and cooling and will accumulate
over the lifetime of the building
© Doug King

will reduce both operational and embodied carbon, it is likely to
reduce the former more than the latter. And once buildings meet
the ‘zero carbon’ target, all of the carbon in new buildings will be
in construction and demolition. So engineers are now paying
more attention to embodied carbon in construction.
Several databases provide information on the embodied
carbon of various construction products, notably BRE’s Green Guide
to Specification and the University of Bath’s Inventory of Carbon
and Energy Database. This data allows designers to calculate
the embodied carbon in new buildings and to go further and
calculate how much embodied carbon they can save by retaining
the structure of an existing building.
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The work has extended the building’s life
at a fraction of the cost of erecting a new
structure. Energy demand has fallen by
70%, and maintenance costs are lower,
with carbon emissions cut by 6 kg CO2 /m²

GE FOGG BUILDING

Thermal emissivity coatings. As window glass heats up by absorbing solar
radiation or by conduction from the heated interior it tends to re-radiate
infrared in all directions. Selectively treating the panes of glass in a double
glazed window with low thermal emissivity coatings controls the direction of
re-radiation. Thus heat from the interior is reflected back and unwanted solar
heat, which would lead to summer overheating, is rejected © Doug King
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A couple of recent London
projects have set out to
maximise the benefits of
recladding. Since it was built
in the 1970s, the GE Fogg
Building in the middle of the
Queen Mary, University of
London campus in East London
has housed the university’s
School of Biological and
Environmental Sciences. Until
a couple of years ago, the
seven-storey, 7,000m² concrete
structure had been rapidly
degrading. Plastic covers to
untreated steel window frames
had cracked, allowing the steel
to corrode and the windows
to leak. The reinforced
concrete frame was corroding
near the outer edges. The
building was cold in winter and
inefficient to heat due to its
leaky façade. In summer, some
staff erected makeshift blinds
to provide shade from extreme
solar glare.

It can be disruptive and
expensive to remove existing
cladding in an occupied building,
particularly where the original
insulation contains asbestos. A
better solution may be to leave
the old panels in place, and
cover them with a new layer of
cladding. Mott MacDonald, the
engineering and development
consultancy, working with Fraser
Brown MacKenna Architects,
adopted this solution for the GE
Fogg Building when carrying out
the works while the university
staff remained in the building.
Modelling showed that
photovoltaic cells in the roof
lights and parts of the vertical
glazing could meet some
of the building’s electricity
demand. There was little
available space on the roof for
solar panels on the GE Fogg
Building; instead photovoltaic
cells were incorporated into the
new double glazing. The outer
pane is actually a solar panel,

Before and after photographs of the GE Fogg building © Fraser Brown MacKenna Architects © Mott MacDonald

letting through sufficient light
while converting the excess
into electricity. The 120 m² of
photovoltaic cells produce 2,700
kWh of electricity per year.
Mott MacDonald reclad the
building at a cost of £4 million.
The project achieved a 65%
improvement in the thermal
performance of the building’s
cladding panels. The work has
extended the building’s life at a
fraction of the cost of erecting
a new structure. Energy

demand has fallen by 70%, and
maintenance costs are lower,
with carbon emissions cut by
6 kg CO2 /m².

GUY’S HOSPITAL
On a much larger scale, Balfour
Beatty began a project last
year to reclad most of the
two 34-storey towers of Guy’s
Hospital in south London. Built
in the early 1970s and once
the tallest building in London,
the immediate problem was

concrete spalling – concrete
that is flaking, pitted or broken,
usually due to corrosion of
steel reinforcement bars. This
exposed the steel reinforcing
the concrete to further corrosion
and posed a risk to passers-by
below. The main challenge
was to install new aluminium
cladding and glazing panels
safely and efficiently on a fully
functioning hospital. This
required structured planning
and intricate scaffolding which

had to be suspended on the on
the outside of the building.
Once the overcladding is
complete, the team will have to
go inside the working hospital
to remove the existing windows.
Arup, the project engineer,
has estimated that the annual
savings in operational carbon
emissions through the more
efficient cladding would pay
back the embodied carbon
spent in carrying out the
refurbishment in about 13 years.
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While they may pose many problems,
old concrete-framed buildings can carry
one significant advantage in their large
thermal mass. They retain heat

Before and after photographs of the Angel building © Allford Hall Monaghan Morris © Valerie Bennett

THERMAL MASS
With the cladding properly dealt
with, the heating, cooling and
ventilation become secondary
problems. In the perfect
building with the perfect
cladding, there would be no
need for heating or cooling at all.
Indeed, in most buildings, the
main function of the mechanical
and electrical systems is simply
to correct problems within the
building’s fabric.
While they may pose many
problems, old concrete-framed
buildings can carry one significant
advantage in their large thermal
mass. They retain heat. Concrete
has a much higher heat capacity
than the materials in suspended
ceilings or even in the furniture
within buildings. Exposed
concrete (concrete that is not
covered by plasterboard and
other materials) absorbs heat
from daily activity and limits
the temperature rise. At night,
when there is little heat being
generated, the concrete re-emits
stored heat into the interior. In
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winter, this prevents the building
from getting too cold during
the night and reduces the need
for pre-heating the following
morning. In summer, ventilating
the building with cool night
air can discharge surplus heat,
cooling the whole structure in
preparation for the following day.
Thermal mass works well
with a strategy known as
displacement ventilation. This
replaces hot, stale room air
with clean air at the desired
temperature. The air does not
have to be refrigerated to the
same low temperatures as
conventional air conditioning,
so outdoor air can cool the
building for most of the year,
leading to significant energy
savings. And as the air does not
need to be heated to such a
high temperature in winter, a
low-grade source, such as heat
pumps, rather than fossil-fuel
boilers can supply heat.
The displacement ventilation
solution also reveals a significant
disadvantage of old concrete

structures: by modern standards
they usually have a low floorto-ceiling height. This leaves
little or no room for the large
underfloor or ceiling ducts
usually needed for displacement
ventilation systems. When
converting its own 1970s
Fitzrovia offices in London, Arup
solved this problem by running
large ducts down the outside of
the building, making them an
architectural feature within the
new triple-skin façade.

ANGEL BUILDING
This approach shows how
careful use of external cladding,
and the services it can carry,
can turn old buildings into
architectural masterpieces,
while still saving money and
saving carbon compared with
demolition and rebuilding.
Until recently, the Angel centre
was a tired and unloved early
1980s concrete office block at
the Islington junction in north
London. It was scheduled for
demolition when the design

team of architect Allford Hall
Monaghan Morris, structural
engineer Adams Kara Taylor
and services engineer Norman
Disney & Young proposed to
retain the existing structure
– comprising four sides of
a rectangle with an unused
courtyard inside – and erect the
new building around it.
The idea had plenty going
for it. Although the cladding
and the services were worn
out and had to be replaced,
the structural concrete was in
remarkably good condition.
There were also unusually large
floor-to-ceiling heights, 3.7m,
which put very few constraints
on the type and location of
services. Indeed, the concrete
frame had considerable
structural ‘redundancy’ which
meant that the designers could
cut holes where necessary
without compromising the
building’s strength. The thermal
mass could be part of an
efficient and sustainable heating
and cooling system.

Preserving the building also
meant that there would be no
need to demolish and dispose
of 39,500m3 of concrete. Nor
would there be any need for
an equivalent amount of new
materials, with clear advantages
in sustainability. The solution in
this case was much more than a
recladding; the design extended
the old building by adding some
steel framing on two sides plus
an additional fifth floor and
roof terraces on top. It also
converted the old courtyard into
extra office space plus a large
covered atrium.
The Angel Building
underlines an important reason
for reusing existing buildings: it
can reduce waste. According to
the Waste and Resources Action
Programme (WRAP), the
campaign and advisory body on
UK waste reduction,
construction, demolition and
excavation for buildings is
responsible for over 100 million
tonnes of waste every year,
about a third of all the UK’s

waste. Much of this waste goes
straight to landfill. WRAP has
been campaigning to improve
the process of recycling, and to
halve the amount of waste that
goes to landfill. While it is
certainly preferable to recycle
material from old buildings, in
reality, demolishing a building
and crushing concrete for
reuse is not a carbon-free
activity. WRAP is urging the
construction industry to reduce
the amount of waste it creates
in the first place, and avoiding
the demolition of buildings
helps this.
The developer of the Angel
Building wanted to provide high
specification office space and set
three additional challenges for
retaining the existing structure.
The project had to be cheaper
than complete demolition
and rebuilding. Secondly,
refurbishing the structure had
to be quicker – with rental
income of £10 million per year
from 24,000 sq m of net floor
area, a few months saved in

construction was important.
Finally, the new structure had
to be more sustainable, with a
lower carbon footprint.
The first two targets were
relatively straightforward. The
project team could demonstrate
that the £72 million cost was
15% cheaper than demolition

and reconstruction, and that
this approach could save three
months of rental income.
Measuring the sustainability
advantages was more difficult.
Conventional methods
for assessing sustainability
take little or no account of
embodied carbon saved by

Displacement ventilation in the Angel Building: The office areas are ventilated
and cooled using a displacement ventilation system. The system includes
roof-mounted air handling units feeding each core. This allows outside air for
cooling, when suitable external ambient conditions permit. This is commonly
referred to as ‘free cooling’, as the chiller plant is not required to operate
during these periods. Free cooling will be available for approximately 80% of
the building’s standard operating hours. This has created an energy-efficient
and sustainable building, retaining up to 65% heat recovery © Allford Hall
Monaghan Morris
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From radar to the Typhoon, we have an
unprecedented history in innovation
firsts. However, we don’t rest on our
laurels. In the last few years we’re proud
to have launched the Type 45 destroyer
and Astute submarine. And we are
continually developing new technologies
– like cyber security – because it’s only
by moving forward that Britain will remain
a global leader.

GREEN FACELIFT FOR CONCRETE BUILDINGS

In winter, the hot return air from the system
mixes with outside air to achieve the 19°C
supply temperature, effectively recycling two
thirds of the heat that would otherwise be
thrown away

Institute of Building Services
Engineers’ Building Performance
Awards, where it pipped the GE
Fogg Building to the prize.
These three projects, the GE
Fogg Building, Guy’s Hospital
and the Angel Building show
just how much architects and
civil engineers can achieve by
imaginative use of modern
material and technologies on
older buildings. As well as
helping to achieve the UK’s
ambitions for saving energy and
reducing emissions of CO₂, these
new cladding techniques can
also provide a facelift to some of
the least admired architectural
landmarks on a city’s skyline.

BIOGRAPHY
The atrium entrance to the Angel Building. The refurbished building now includes 260,000ft² of net space stripped back
to the frame, enhanced, reclad and renewed with energy saving features and a BREEAM ‘excellent’ rating
© Allford Hall Monaghan Morris

reusing a building – see Carbon
counting. Indeed, the Angel
Building would have achieved its
Building Research Establishment
Environmental Assessment
Method (BREEAM) rating as
‘excellent’ even if the old
building had been completely
demolished. Consequently,
the team developed a concrete
carbon calculator, using data
assembled by the University of
Bath, to identify the embodied
energy in the building’s concrete
structure. Applied to the Angel
Building, this model showed
that demolishing the concrete
structure and replacing it with a
steel frame would have wasted
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7,400 tonnes of all greenhouse
gases, roughly equivalent to the
emissions of running the whole
building for 13 years. The team
was therefore able to argue that
the refurbished building could
run ‘carbon-free’ for 13 years,
compared with new build.
For heating and cooling,
an air displacement system
pushes air through large ducts
concealed in a new 450mm
raised floor, entering the offices
through grilles set in the floor.
In winter, the hot return air
from the system mixes with
outside air to achieve the 19°C
supply temperature, effectively
recycling two thirds of the

heat that would otherwise be
thrown away. Overall, the team
estimated that the heating and
ventilation system reduced
carbon emissions by more
than 40%, compared with a
conventional fan-coil system.
The Angel Building has
been a success in a number
of ways. It was shortlisted
for the prestigious Stirling
Prize for architecture. It was
a commercial success with a
full complement of tenants.
The project was a model of
sustainable reinvention of tired
old concrete buildings. In
addition, the Angel Building
was a winner in the Chartered

Professor Doug King FREng
is a freelance consultant in
sustainable buildings. He has
been the engineer behind a
number of groundbreaking
and world-leading
sustainable buildings. He
is presently RAEng Visiting
Professor of Building Physics
at Bath University and Chief
Science and Engineering
Advisor to the Building
Research Establishment.
Professor Doug King would like to
thank Hugh Ferguson for helping
compile this article. Ingenia would
like to thank Richard Buckingham
of WRAP, Yudish Dabee of Mott
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